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About This Game

Neon Universe this is a cross between a rhythm and a runner game, first-person view will completely transfer into the world of
neon, speed and drive. The game is made in the most friendly player style, neon will not burn your eyes, the control involves a

minimum of buttons, the music did not like? Press Backspace and you have a new track. Do you want a little difficult but
interesting achievements? That too,  Neon Universe.

Why choose Neon Universe?
Just because it's gorgeous music from TeknoAxe, it's a modern game design with a touch of neon, it's crazy and fast game play,

start a little easier, and in 5 minutes you will be carried with a crazy speed, overcoming complex and various obstacles!
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Title: Neon Universe
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
SharF Co.
Publisher:
SharF Co.
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 and Higher 64-bit

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT / AMD Radeon HD 5670 / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible on-board

English
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very cool demo, nice to have a puzzle game that is like "the room", with a little creepy atmosphere.
really dig the use of room scale and no porting / locomotion

can not wait for the full version.. Havn't played it but im sure its good.... LOL. It's a good game I enjoyed playing years ago on
my android device, I'm glad to find it here on steam as well, also in a 90% sale :D

I recommend.. If you can ignore or appreciate the retro quality of the graphics and the slightly janky voice acting there is a fun
open-world WWII RPG to be had here. Don't expect realism or super quality assets at the moment but the game works well and
is well worth the price. Makes me nostalgic for Allied Assault and United Offensive in a good way. Many surprisingly
interesting features despite some first impressions. Worth a try if you like WWII, RPG shooters, and\/or hot french resistance
babes.. Bloody hell this is amazing. Controls are simple, the graphics are GORGEOUS (and also quite trippy), and it's just plain
fun. It's a bit simple at first but then gets a bit difficult (but not too difficult). I'm having a great nostalgic rush by just playing
this. It gets a "Very good!" on the Hoovie Scale!. Greetings!

This is my first ever review on Steam, and for good reason: this game is both wonderful and awful.

Game is wonderful because it really is rebirth of THE genre of old isometric arcade adventures that Knight Lore was first and
legendary example. I've played such games, Knight Lore and Alien 8, as kid on my 48 K Spectrum in the mid of the eighties,
and Lumo invoked those very fond memories of mine. Lumo is also beautiful and polished game working flawlessly on Linux
that is also doubleplusgood.

So why is it awful in the same time? Because I'm an old fart who does not have patience any more for finding perfect stream of
jumps and steps to get to that damn other side of the room. :-) This game becomes somewhat hard beginning with that Cursed
Room of Many Chains and continuing into Land of Snow and Ice so I'll stop for now, and maybe forever.

But that's just me. There are easier and good 2.5D isometrics out there, for example Mr. Robot, a very fine game (works with
Wine) but Lumo is not in that company. And this is not bad per se, it's just somewhat bad for me.

So, if you do have a patience for finding perfect stream of jumps and steps to get to that damn other side of the room, by all
means go ahead and buy \/ play Lumo, especially if you are old Speccy fan. If you don't have that kind of patience any more...
buy Lumo on sale and play it nevertheless, to the limits of your patience.. Great throwback game. Love the retro, look, sounds
and music. Put on your headphones for this one. Controls are smooth once you get the hang of them, and the handy tutorial at
the beginning provided the opportunity to do just that. I played using my xbox one controller and it worked beautifully.

World Destroyers is easy to get into, but hard to perfect. I'm thankful for the variety of difficulty modes. Looking forward to
becoming a master. Reminds me of a newer, better version of the classic arcade game, Asteroids.

If you love games made by people who love games. Check this one out.. While not as good as Da Capo series it's pretty
enjoyable, with great art, good voice acting and memorable characters. I recommend it.
Ame best girl.. It basically feels like a beta for an early Battlefield game. Not bad if you can snag it on sale. A good sale though..
Great start for this games first DLC. 4.99 ain't that bad when you get 30 images, so show some support and pick it up if you
enjoyed the base game. I was waiting for this since it got announced. It truly is a wonderful stress reliever.
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Solid game which runs fluidly. Shader warming is a giant plus in removing lag so I doubt you'll have framerate issues.
-10/10. This is what happens when the shooter games like Raiden and Asteroids get togeter at a MineCraft orgy. Great game,
smooth character movement, sound track works great with this game. This game makes me keep playing becuse you feel like
you can clear the level on the next try. Epic boss battles. Love the power ups for the weaps and sheild. I like the non linear level
map, great to explore new levels or jump around if you get stuck. Very addictive.. Eh...

This is not a simulator, lets get that straight, this is an "arcade" flying game.

So yeah

Now that most people got there answer on if they should buy this game, lets move onto thouse who remain undesided.

The Story's kinda meh.... it takes place part in flash backs to WW1 and the other part in WW2. honestly that summs it up,
moving on.

Gameplay is "Arcade-like" all you propeller heads can avoid this one. How "arcade-like", Magic aim-bot bullets.... when you go
to place your crosshair on an enemy, said crosshair will "lock" on to your oppoent and the bullets will defy the law of phyics to
do so. Also decreasing your speed all the way will cause you plane to "fall out of the sky"....

Still with me? Great...

To sum up the gameplay: its alright i guess

Why bother buying?; you want some Vagly anti-war story mixed with par for the course arcade flying action? Cause thats what
your getting....

TL:DR - Eh, could be worse. Bought this pack just for the inspection salon, I was not disapointed. The textures are well
rendered and the level of detail isn't bad for \u00a32.99. Yes the speedo and the brake controls don't work and you cannot use it
as a driving cab but all in all well recomended.. super fun great for a bunch of ppl playing at the same time. Very sleek and nice
USS Constitution and the HMS Victory. As well as other units.. Yes! l have to agree, this was a fun match 3 with just that bit of
difference to keep you entertained for hours! Recommend this one highly.. This is quite possibly the worst $5 ive ever spent, the
controls are awful and it only offers partial gamepad support. You don't even have to press any buttons to start rolling backwards
in pre season. There is an option to configure controls but it was not detecting my gamepad. Seems like a mobile port.

Major update:
Fixes:
Fixed camera shaking
Deleted whole developer stuff
FXAA update
Fixed glowing
Obstacle particle fix
Item particle fix
Player death particle fix

. Another update (not so major):
Added Garage (visual only)
Obstacle Rework
Recompiled game, required space reduced by 15%
Fixed loading bar. Complete Refub! 2019:
New Ship, now game using 3rd face camera.
New Graphics.
New Effects.
Completely new UI include Speed Bar, steam avatar etc.
Performance fixes.. Game Patch :
Fixed:
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Game crush
Game space twice
Some in game changes
Updates:
Road texture updates
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